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from that memory location. In the P3 the 2 bytes are 07H and 85H which, as expected, is the starting address of the Bootstrap ROM (0785H). However in the P5 ... 
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MC68705P5 Bootstrap ROM The sole purpose of the Bootstrap ROM residing in Motorola's MC68705P5 single chip micro is to program its own EPROM by copying the data from an external EPROM (2716) which has been programmed with an exact duplicate of the required information (refer to the MC68705P5 data sheets for more info). With the help of Matthieu Benoit I was able to confirm that the Bootstrap ROM in the MC68705P5 is identical to the ROM in the MC68705P3 except for the last 2 bytes. I’ll only describe the difference here but for my complete disassembled listing of the MC68705P3 Bootstrap ROM please refer to the relevant pdf on this website.



Detail: In this discussion I’ll refer to the MC68705P3 as just P3 and the MC68705P5 as P5. The Bootstrap ROM in both the P3 and P5 is 115 bytes long and is located between memory locations 0785H and 07F7H inclusive. As described in my P3 ROM listing the last 2 bytes (found in 07F6H and 07F7H) are used as a vector – when the P3 or P5 goes into Programming mode it forms an address using those 2 bytes and begins executing code from that memory location. In the P3 the 2 bytes are 07H and 85H which, as expected, is the starting address of the Bootstrap ROM (0785H). However in the P5 this vector is not 0785H but 0782H instead. Note that 0782H, 0783H and 0784H are the addresses of the last 3 bytes in the Main User EPROM and can be programmed by the user (0784H is the MOR). Note too that a blank P5 has all EPROM locations set to 0. So when a blank P5 is put into Programming mode (refer to P5 datasheet) execution starts at memory location 0782H. The 00H found there is a brset instruction (bit test and branch). Since this is a 3 byte instruction the actual instruction executed is brset 0,0,0 which basically does nothing. Note that the 3rd byte is the MOR but as far as the P5 is concerned it’s just a memory location which it reads as 00H. The next instruction executed is the first one in the Bootstrap ROM so execution continues exactly the same as if the micro was a P3. The reason the P5 does this extra step is so the user can place their own instruction in the last 2 bytes of the Main User EPROM thereby stopping the Bootstrap ROM from executing. To put the P5 into this “secure” mode the datasheet says: -



set bit3 (SNM) in the MOR register and program 20H & FEH into memory locations 0782H and 0783H respectively.



It seems that setting bit3 of the MOR is how you can stop the P5 from being able to enter NUM mode which would allow the EPROM to be read/programmed externally. Unfortunately there’s essentially no information available on NUM mode however the P5 datasheet does say:



“when this bit is set ie programmed to a "1" it is not possible to access the EPROM contents of the MC68705P5 externally". The second step is required too. Putting 20H & FEH in locations 0782H & 0783H creates an infinite loop (branch to itself) which prevents the Bootstrap ROM from running. This means that you can’t re-program the P5 or use some of the techniques discussed elsewhere to determine the contents of the User EPROM unless you erase it first.



How to determine if a P5 is secured: It seems to me that you can’t easily test to see if bit3 of the MOR has been set. Most Programmers don’t use this mode anyway and with Matthieu Benoit’s help I was able to confirm that setting this bit has no affect on running the Bootstrap ROM. Since there’s no information available on how to program/read the contents of the P5 EPROM externally I think we can ignore this aspect of “secure” mode. However if 20H, FEH (or something else) has been programmed into memory locations 07F6H, 07F7H to prevent the Bootstrap ROM from running we are able to test for that. The example programming circuit in the P5 datasheet uses an external EPROM holding a duplicate copy of the information which needs to be programmed. When the Bootstrap ROM executes it burns a copy of the external EPROM into its own internal EPROM. Other Programmers do a similar thing but either load the data to be copied into external RAM or they simply feed the data one byte at a time to the P5 as the Bootstrap ROM requests it. So to check if the Bootstrap ROM has been by-passed all that’s required is to monitor pin 15 on the P5 with an oscilloscope while performing a “dummy” program cycle. If you refer to the example programming circuit in the P5 datasheet pin 15 is labelled as /count and connects to pin 10 on the 4040 counter. This signal increments the counter so successive bytes can be read from the external EPROM. If the Bootstrap ROM is running then negative going pulses will appear on that pin which means the P5 isn’t secured. This means the User EPROM contents can be read using various devices and techniques described elsewhere on this website. Note that if you don’t have an oscilloscope you can just do the “dummy” program cycle and see if the Programmer freezes. If it does it means the P5 is secure. How can we do a “dummy” program cycle? A “dummy” program is possible due to two observations I made when looking at the Bootstrap ROM listing: -



the Bootstrap doesn’t check if the programming voltage (+21V) is applied the Bootstrap doesn’t program an EPROM location if the data is 00H.



So the idea is to disconnect the P5’s pin 6 (Vpp) from the Programmer and connect it to +5V instead (eg connect it to pin 3, Vcc). You can probably make up an adapter using a 28 pin IC socket and some header pins. Piggyback the socket on the header pins and connect every pin of the socket to a pin except for pin 6. Connect pin 6 of the IC socket to pin 3. Pin 6 of your Programmer’s socket will not be connected to anything.



Then depending on your Programmer program a blank 2716 EPROM with all zeros. NOTE this is very important because unlike the P5 normal EPROMs such as the 2716 have all locations set to FFH when erased. We need the 2716 to contain all 00Hs. Alternatively your Programmer might require you to load a file. In that case make a blank file ie a file with 2048 zeros. Now when you program the P5 its internal EPROM won’t be modified because the programming voltage is too low and the data values to be programmed are all zeros. However with the oscilloscope look at pin 15 on the P5. If you see pulses then the P5 isn’t secure & the Bootstrap is running. If you see nothing or the Programmer freezes it means the P5 is secure.



NOTE Use any information here at your own risk. It may or may not work as described and you could overwrite the contents of your P5. Peter Ihnat, Jun 2013.
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The first listing is the Bootstrap ROM exactly as it appears in the 68705U3 ... Just before the program reads the external EPROM it checks the INT input (pin 3). If.
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MC68705P3 Bootstrap ROM 

First it copies itself to RAM then continues executing from address 0019H. ;It sets up PortB & removes the reset to the 4040 counter. It pulses the counter 128 ...
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This program displays the contents of the bootstrap ... - Matthieu Benoit 

This program displays the contents of the bootstrap ROM in a Motorola ... fetch a byte from the bootstrap area, invert it and display on 8 LEDs loop: lda ... Page 3 ...
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Features. â€¢ Access time 250/350/450ns (max.) â€¢ Single +5V Â±1 0% power supply. â€¢ TT L compatible inputs and outputs. â€¢ Three-state outputs. General Description.
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the 3-STATE feature. When enabled, the outputs exhibit the low impedance characteristics of a standard LS output with additional drive capability to permit the ...
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3.22 Load Disk File into Buffer . ... 3.25 Program Buffer Contents to PLD . .... The EPROM programmer is easy to install and is good to work with an IBM.
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all Teru driven and easy to list, The progra II's on the floppy disk directly control the hardware .... CN For the PRCM:LIic MEGA Jrugruit litting utilities. PLDSSSS.
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0.3 ~ VCC. V. Topr. Â°C. Tstg. Â°C ... 0.3 ~ VCC. Â± VCC. â€“ 0.3 ~ .... Â±0.3. 4.4. Â±0.2. 5.0 Â± 0.2. 8. 5. 4. 1. 1.5. Â±0.1. 10.5. Â±0.5. 1. 8. 2.54. 3.5. Â±0.5. 1.3. 0.8. 0.6. 0.3 Â± ...
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BURRS ARE ALLOWED ONLY IF FULL LENGTH OF LEADS WILL PASS THROUGH .... DRAWING. NUMBER. â€” (2 X 3Â°). S. 1604.002 -. 2X 5Â° --. Z 2X R.010. 2. X ... 3x .015. 002 F .0604.010 . 1254.015. + - 0. 3X .0154.002. ELECTROSTATIC.
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Mar 25, 2003 - Applications ... conditions set forth in the â€œHandling Guide for Semiconductor Devices,â€� or â€œTOSHIBA Semiconductor Reliability. Handbookâ€� etc.
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CR2016 - Matthieu Benoit 

WARNING: Forbid short-circuit, charge between"+" and"-". Forbid over-discharge, fire, damage. Finish sealing less more 5 seconds at. Take out the battery when ...
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PDF Document - Matthieu Benoit 

functions for universal motor speed control in washing machines. It operates in closed ... ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued). Characteristic. Symbol ... Additionally, the TDA 1085C protects the whole system against AC line stop or .... the integ
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TDA1420 - Matthieu Benoit 

The TDA 1420 is a monolithic integrated circuit in Pentawatt plastic package consisting of a pair of ... DC motor driver. - stepping motor ... output stage for vertical deflection systems in colour TV etc. ABSOLUTE ... ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (con
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1999 Apr 01. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ... applicable in a variety of applications for general control systems. ROM/EPROM. Memory ... up/down counting capabilities such as motor control. It also has a .... (See DC Electrical Characteristics: IIL).
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PIC16C84 - Matthieu Benoit 

11.0 Electrical Characteristics for PIC16C84. .... from high speed automotive and appliance motor control to low-power remote sensors, electronic locks, security devices and smart cards. ... Identification Systemâ€� at the back of this data sheet to 
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When Intel invented the microprocessor in 1971, it created the era of ... Additional copies of this manual or other Intel literature may be obtained from: ... AR-522 8031's Counter Buys it a Bargain 16-Bit A-D Converter ..............3-1. AR-517 Usin
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It's a collection of our latest data sheets and applica- tions literature. ..... NSN33 1/8 inch three digit LED display ................. 125. NSN133 1/8 inch two digit and ... 82. DM7806/DM8806 high speed MOS to TTL level converter. ........ 83 ... 
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65 Shark River Road, Neptune, New Jersey 07753-7423. Tel: 732-922-6333 Fax: 732-922-6363 E-Mail: [email protected]. LH1502 / LH1502A.
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Date: 4/23/2014. Sheet of. File: C:\HiLo\ADP-PLS100.SchDoc. Drawn By: ADP-PLS100 for HiLo ALLxx tinhead@eevblog. PIN 1. 1. PIN 2. 2. PIN 3. 3. PIN 4. 4.
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MCM2708 MCM27A08 - Matthieu Benoit 

Y Gating. Memory. Matrix. (64x128). DC READ OPERATING CONDITIONS AND ... their respective voltages, since current paths exist between the various power ...
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ks0104 samsung - Matthieu Benoit 

CD-ROM (Edition 4.01) This Data Sheet is subject to change without notice. (C) 1997 SAMSUNG Electronics. 1 / 14 Page. Printed in Korea ...
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O2 10 1304. GROUN11 120. Select. : PN NAMES REF - - StarCY. -- Yo-Y-. Ao. As ADDRESS INPUTs do - O5 ADDRESS OUTPUTS CONRC. His EE---sur-ES-.
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the rank classification. 10.0Â±0.2. 5.5Â±0.2. 7.5. Â±0.2. 16.7. Â±0.3. 0.7. Â±0.1. 14.0. Â±0.5. Solder Dip. (4.0). 0.5+0.2. â€“0.1. 1.4Â±0.1. 1.3Â±0.2. 0.8Â±0.1. 2.54Â±0.3. 5.08Â±0.5.
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callCentral Applications 1-888-INTERSIL or email: [email protected] .... NOTES: 1. Controlling Dimensions: INCH. In case of conflict between English and.
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